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Chapter 5 

Cross-linguistic Evidence  

It has been argued in the literature that in many languages around the world, 

adjectives are inexistent and conflated with verbs, and that these languages exhibit 

certain characteristics as observed in Bhat (1994). In what follows, we argue that 

Mandarin Chinese is among such adjective-absent languages based on the proposed 

cross-linguistic criteria. At the same time, the adjective category is fully justified in 

many other languages, according to which Bhat (1994) also identifies certain 

typological language criteria to differentiate them from verbs. We argue that such 

criteria fail to characterize PAs as adjectives in Mandarin Chinese. 

 

5.1 Differentiation from Verbs 

    Chinese PAs are discussed in terms of the four cross-linguistic criteria for 

differentiating adjectives from verbs proposed in Bhat (1994): (a) difference in 

categorial usage, (b) difference in dependency status, (c) difference in the scope of 

modification, and (d) difference in temporal status. All of them fail to characterize 

PAs in Chinese. 

5.1.1 Difference in categorial usage 

Bhat (1994: 48) suggests that the existence of a functional difference between 

adjectives and verbs is reflected in the fact that they have distinct categorial usages. 

95 
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Adjectives are used as adnominal modifiers in their unmarked form and they require 

affixation or auxiliary support for their predicative use. On the other hand, verbs are 

used as predicates in their unmarked form and are required to be changed into derived 

forms (e.g., participles) to occur in the adnominal position. English is a typical 

example of a language in which adjectives and verbs have distinct categorial usages 

as discussed in Chapter 4.1. In Basque, adjectives occur in their underived form in the 

adnominal position, but they require the auxiliary and also the person, number, and 

case markers in the predicative position. Examples are from Bhat (1994: 50). 

(242) Adjectives in adnominal position 
     ohe zabal-ak15      gusta-tsen za-izk-it 
     bed wide-pl(abs)    like-hab aux-pl(abs)-1sg(dat) 
     ‘I like wide beds.’ 
 
(243) Adjectives in predicative position 

etxe-ak      garesti-ak d-i-ra
     house-pl(abs) expensive-pl(abs) 3(abs)-pres-be 
     ‘The houses are expensive.’ 

Verbs in Basque, on the other hand, occur in their underived form as predicates and 

require the addition of the affix kor ‘having the facility for the relevant action’, or 

garri ‘having the capacity to execute the relevant action’ to function as adnominal 

modifiers.  

 

 
                                                 
15 The marker for number and case, namely ak ‘pl(abs)’, attached to the adjective in (240), actually 
belongs to the noun phrase as a whole. It is attached to the adjective because the adjective happens to 
be the final element of the noun phrase. 
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(244) (Bhat 1994: 51) 
iraun ‘to last’ iraunkor ‘permanent’  
eman ‘to give’ emankor ‘productive’ 
farre ‘to laugh’ farregarri ‘laughable’ 
jan ‘to eat’ jangarri ‘edible’ 

    In Malto, adjectives do not take any marker when they are in the attributive 

position, whereas when they are used as predicates, they take personal suffixes. 

(245) (Bhat 1994: 51) 
     be:do maleh 
     big   man 
     ‘a big man’ 
 
(246)  

e:n be:do-n
I  big-1sg 
‘I am big.’ 

ni:n  be:do-y
you   big-2sg 
‘You are big.’ 

Therefore, languages like English, Basque, and Malto, distinguish adjectives 

from verbs as different categories since they have different categorical usages. 

However, in the case of Mandarin Chinese, PAs and verbs do not behave differently in 

terms of their categorial usages. Though Chinese is not blessed with affixation 

morphology, the copula shi4 is at hand to assist the PAs to function predicatively. The 

absence of the copula when PAs occur predicatively serves as strong evidence that the 

categorial usage for them is not different from that of verbs.  

5.1.2 Difference in dependency status 

In the categorial function of modification, adjectives have to form a unified 

entity with their head noun, and therefore, they are found to be closely linked with 

their modifiee and fail to show any freedom as far as their ability to take modifiers, 
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complements, and other increments like clitics, emphasizers, etc. on their own, since 

the use of such increments may have the effect of weakening the link between 

adjectives and their heads (Bhat 1994: 48). For example, in English, adjectives 

occurring in their modifying function cannot take any prepositional or sentential 

complements. 

(247) (Bhat 1994: 55)  
*The unhappy at me child screamed. 

However, such restriction does not hold when adjectives function predicatively. 

(248) The child was happy that he could go.    

Also, in Kannada, an Indian language, complements denoting locative and dative 

arguments can co-occur with verbs and also with predicative adjectives, but not with 

adnominal adjectives. Examples are from Bhat (1994: 56).  

(249) a:   hud uga a:tadalli   dadda 
     that  boy   game(loc)  stupid 
     ‘That boy is stupid in the game.’ 
 
(250) *a:tadalli    dadda  huduga ell-idda:ne? 
      game(loc)  stupid  boy    where-is 
      ‘Where is the boy (who is) stupid in the game?’ 

  The following examples show that this criterion also fails to characterize 

adnominal PAs in Mandarin Chinese since they freely take modifiers, adjuncts, 

complements, and clitics.  
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(251) Degree modifier 
  [十分    溫暖]      的   天氣 
   shi2fen1 wen1nuan3 de5  tian1qi4  

      very    warm     DE  weather 
      ‘the very warm weather’ 
 
(252) Adjunct 

[對  父母  不  誠實]      的  小孩 
     dui4 fu4mu3 bu4 cheng2shi2 de5  xiao3hai2  
      to  parents not honest     DE  children 
     ‘the children who are not honest to their parents’ 
     
(253) Complement 
     [對  我  不滿]    的 同學 
     dui4 wo3 bu4man3 de5 tong2xue2  
     on  I  discontent  DE  classmate 
     ‘the classmates who are discontent with me’ 

In (251), shi2fen1 ‘very’ is the modifier of the PA wen1nuan3 ‘warm’. The 

dui4-phrase in (252) is the adjunct and the complement in (253) of the PAs. Besides, 

the clitic complementizer de5 is required for the adnominal PAs. The same argument 

is also brought up in McCawley (1992) who suggests that when PAs are directly 

juxtaposed with nouns, they are invisible to degree modifiers as in *很好書 hen3 

hao3 shu1 ‘very good book’. Therefore, PAs in Mandarin Chinese are different from 

genuine adjectives in other languages in terms of dependency status.  

5.1.3 Difference in the scope of modification 

    Bhat (1994) finds that adjectives modify the reference or meaning of their head 

nouns rather than their referents while predicative verbs characterize the referents of 

their arguments (SUBJ or OBJ). When verbs are placed in the adnominal position 
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such as in relative clauses or participle forms, they generally continue to characterize 

the referents, which leads to a distinction between modification and presupposed 

predication. In English, pronominal adjectives are regarded as having the function of 

modification and post-nominal adjectives presupposed predication. Moreover, the 

former denote fairly permanent characteristics while the latter only temporary ones 

(Bhat 1994: 60). Predicative adjectives induce ambiguity between permanent and 

temporary properties. Examples from (Bhat 1994: 60) are repeated below.  

(254) the man responsible  
 
(255) the responsible man  
 
(256) The man is responsible.  

(254) denotes a man who is responsible (‘to blame’) for a given event, while (255) 

denotes a man who can be characterized as ‘trustworthy’; (256) is ambiguous between 

these two connotations. Similarly, in Kannada, adjectives in a pre-nominal position 

represent a dominant, essential, and characteristic idea, while in a post-position they 

present only a subsidiary idea (Bhat 1994: 61). Adjectives in Kannada can occur in 

the pre-nominal position either by themselves or with the past relative participle a:gu 

‘become’. The latter use is ambiguous between modifying and presupposed 

predicative functions.  
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(257) (Bhat 1994: 62) 
     kemp-a:da          bat te 
     red-become(rp-past)  cloth 
     (i) ‘red cloth’   

(ii) ‘cloth that has become red’ (predicative use)     

     As argued above, the categorial function of PAs in Mandarin Chinese is being 

predicates, charaterizing the referents of the arguments, and when they occur in the 

pre-nominal position as relative clauses, they carry out the function of presupposed 

predication, which can show tense, aspect distinctions, and can also contain 

complements and adverbial modifiers. Likewise, in Manipuri, which is argued to lack 

a verb-adjective distinction, PAs and verbs occurring in the adnominal position can 

retain all the tense, aspect, and mood distinction that they show in their predicative 

use, and their complements and adverbial modifiers can be retained (Bhat 1994 : 194). 

(258) a. cəy   ə-saŋ-bə      əy-gi-ni              (PA) 
       stick  pre-long-inf   my-gen-be 
       ‘The long stick is mine.’ 
 
(258) b. mi     ə-ca-bə     na-y                  (verb) 
       man   pre-eat-inf  ill-nfu 
       ‘The man who ate is ill.’ 

  In other words, Manipuri PAs in the adnominal position do not exhibit the 

distinction between the functions of presupposed predication and modification as in 

English and Kannada. Similarly, the pre-nominal PAs, as well as verbs, in Chinese 

have only one function which is the preposed predication in relative clauses, and no 

ambiguity arises.  
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PAs in Mandarin Chinese, again, are not different from verbs in the scope of 

modification.  

5.1.4 Difference in temporal status 

    Adjectives, being part of noun phrases, denote fairly permanent properties; verbs, 

on the other hand, denote prototypically transient entities like actions, processes, and 

events that can be performed or take place (Bhat 1994: 49). Thompson (1988) also 

points out that adjectives denote more stable and inherent properties and even in 

languages in which adjectives are subsumed in a subclass of verbs, they are still more 

time-stable than verbs and are often constrained not to co-occur with tense-aspect 

morphemes. The atemporal-temporal distinction between adjectives and verbs is 

reflected in Kannada, whose adjectives do not show any tense or aspect distinction in 

their modifying function. Even whey they are suffixed with the past relative participle 

of the verb a:gu ‘to become’ in the pre-nominal position, they do not convey the ‘past’ 

or ‘become’ meanings if they are interpreted as modifiers16 (Bhat 1994: 64). 

(259) (Bhat 1994: 64) 
     ettarav-a:da      go:d e 
     high-become(pp)  wall 
     ‘a high wall’ 
 
 
 
                                                 
16 The ‘past’ and ‘become’ meanings surface only when they are interpreted as presupposed predication 
as shown in free translation (ii).  
(31) a. ettarav-a:da      go: de 
      high-become(pp)  wall 

(i) ‘a high wall’ 
(ii) ‘a wall that has become high’      
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(260) dorag- a:da       nela     
     rough-become(pp)  floor 
     ‘rough floor’ 

As argued in Chapter 4, PAs in Mandarin Chinese can take aspect makers to 

denote perfective, imperfective, and experiential aspect just as verbs do, and they are 

not necessarily time-stable. In other words, they exhibit no differences in temporal 

status from that of verbs. In addition to the occurrence of the same set of temporal 

inflections, PAs can also co-occur with the same set of modal verbs. 

(261) 你  應該     乖          一點。 
      ni3 ying1gai1 guai1        yi1dian3  
      you should   well-behaved  more 
      ‘You should be more well-behaved.’ 
 
(262) 我  會   嚴格   對    你。 
      wo3 hui4 yan2ge2 dui4  ni3  
      I  will  strict    with  you 
      ‘I will be strict with you.’ 
 
(263) 要  取悅   他， 你 必須  幽默    一點。 
     yao4 qu3yue4 ta1  ni3 bi4xu1 you1mo4 yi1dian3  
     in.order.to please him you must humorous more   
     ‘In order to please him, you must be more humorous.’ 
 
(264) 這麼   簡單     的 問題   都  不  會，   他 可能    很   笨。 
     zhe4me5 jian3dan1 de5 wen4ti2 dou1 bu2 hui4   ta1 ke3neng2 hen3 ben4   
     such    simple   DE question both not be.able  he may     very stupid 
     ‘Unable to answer such simple questions, he may be very stupid.’ 

The ability of PAs to co-occur with modal verbs, together with the failure of the 

above-mentioned cross-linguistic properties to characterize them, captures the 

generalization that the adjective-verb distinction is not necessary in Chinese.  
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5.2 Identification with Verbs 

      Cross-linguistically, the characteristics that have been in support of the claim 

that verbs and adjectives form a single category include: (a) the occurrence of roughly 

the same set of inflectional affixes in the predicative use, (b) the occurrence of the 

same type of nominalizing, adjectivalizing, and adverbializing processes for 

referential and modifying uses, and (c) the occurrence of the same type of other 

derivational processes (Bhat 1994: 187). Although it is stated that we can still 

establish adjectives and verbs as distinct categories in a given language by asserting 

that adjectives manifest the maximum number of differentiating characteristics when 

they are used as nominal modifiers, whereas they manifest several of the verbal 

characteristics when used in the function of predication, it will be shown that PAs in 

Mandarin Chinese show barely any differences from verbs as nominal modifiers or 

predicates.  

5.2.1 The same set of inflectional affixes in the predicative use 

The fact that PAs can not only function as predicates but also take the same set of 

inflectional affixes in predicative and prenominal positions (presupposed predication) 

is discussed in Chapter 4, which serves as a convincing argument for the claim that 

PAs and verbs should be conflated together. As Bhat (1994) put it, the ability of PAs 

to take, directly, the inflectional affixes of verbs in predicative uses has been the most 

important characteristic to claim that PAs and verbs constitute a single category. This 
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indistinguishableness of PAs and verbs in predicative use can be further exemplified 

by the examples of Manipuri, an India language. In Manipuri, both PAs and verbs can 

take various inflectional affixes to denote tense and aspect, imperative, concessive, 

prohibitive, and negative meanings. They also show no differences in taking voice 

suffixes such as reflexive, reciprocal, and benefective. Examples are from Bhat (1994: 

189) 

(265) a. Future tense 
       məhak si-gəni          (verb) 
       he    die-fu 
       ‘He will die.’ 
 
(265) b. məhak saw-gəni         (PA) 
       he    angry-fu 
       ‘He will be angry.’ 
 
(266) a. Nonfuture negative 
       əy mabu   u-de         (verb) 
       I  him-acc see-neg 
       ‘I did not see him.’ 
 
(266) b. phi  ədu  ŋaŋ-de        (PA) 
       cloth that  red-neg 
       ‘That cloth is not red.’                                   
 
(267) a. Spatial and deictic suffixes 
       ca ‘eat’        ca-rə-y   ‘came and ate here’ 
                     ca-ru-y   ‘went away and ate there      (verb) 
  
(267) b. phə ‘good’    phə-rə-y  ‘came and is good here’ 
                    phə-ru-y  ‘went and is good there’       (PA) 

PAs in Chinese are similar to Manipuri in this respect. The occurrence of the 

same set of inflectional affixes a sufficient but not necessary condition for verbhood; 

that is, not every verb can be suffixed with them but when a lexical item can, it is a 

verb.  
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5.2.2 The same type of nominalizing and adverbializing processes 

    Chinese PAs have to occur in the ‘shi4… de5’ construction17 to be nominalized 

in referential uses, the same as verbs. 

(268) a. Referential uses 
       我  是  昨天    來   的。       (verb) 

 wo3 shi4 zuo2tian1 lai2  de5  
I   BE  yesterday come DE 
‘It was yesterday when I came.’ 

      
(268) b.  她   是   可愛  的。           (PA) 

  ta1  shi4  ke3ai4 de5  
I    BE   cute  DE 
‘She is a cute person.’ 

The same process also applies to the so-called absolute attributive or non-predicative 

PAs such as jia3 ‘fake’ and zhu3yao1 ‘main’ for the sentences to be grammatical.  

(269) 這件     古董      是   假  的。 
      zhe4jian4 gu3dong3  shi4  jia3 de5  
      this-CL   antique    BE  fake DE 
      ‘This piece of antique is fake.’ 
 
(270) 我   的   論點    才  是  主要     的，不   是 你   的。 
      wo3 de5  lun4dian3 cai2 shi4 zhu3yao4 de5  bu2  shi4 ni3  de5  
      I    DE  viewpoint just BE  main    DE  not  BE you   DE 
      ‘My viewpoint is the main point, not yours.’ 

Although these non-predicative PAs cannot stand alone as predicates in sentences, 

they generally occur in the ‘shi4… de5’ construction for nominalization just as verbs. 

Similar phenomena can also be observed in Manipuri. PAs and verbs in Manipuri 

must be suffixed with the same affix to be modifiers of a noun; otherwise, the 

                                                 
17 There are two types of sentences conveying the same ‘shi4…de5’ configuration: sentences with 
headless relative clauses and cleft sentences (cf. Simpson and Wu 1999, Lee 2005). Li and Thompson 
(1981) propose a simple equative structure for this structure: subject + shi4 + nominalization.  
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sentences will be ungrammatical. Examples from Bhat (1994: 191) are repeated 

below. 

(271) a. cəw ‘big’     əcawbə layrik ‘big book’ 
       saŋ ‘long’     əsanbə cəy ‘long stick’         (PA) 
     
(271) b. ca ‘eat’       əcabə mi ‘man who ate’ 
       pa ‘read’      əpabə əŋaŋ ‘boy who read’      (verb) 

The Manipuri suffix bə is like de5 in Mandarin Chinese which is required for PAs and 

verbs to occur pre-nominally.  

    As for the adverbializing process, unlike English in which only adjectives but not 

verbs can be suffixed with adverbializing morpheme –(i)ly to form adverbs as in (272) 

and (273), Chinese PAs and verbs both undergo suffixation with –di5 for 

adverbialization.  

(272) happy  happily 
 
(273) sing  ∗singly 

It is misleading to treat adverbs as di5-suffixation to PAs since –di5 can be 

suffixed to PAs, verbs, and even clauses to form manner adverbs: 

(274) 他 [幽默]地      回答   了   這個     問題。 
      ta1 you1mo4-di5  hui2da2 le5  zhei4ge5  wen4ti2  
      he humorous-DI   answer ASP  this-CL   question 
      ‘He answered this question humorously.’ 
     
(275) 他  [笑笑]地       看     著   我。 
      ta1 xiao4xiao4-di5  kan4  zhe5  wo3  
      he  smile-DI      look   ASP  I 
      ‘He looked at me with a smile.’ 
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(276) 他 [像    跑   完   十  公里     一樣]地     喘     著  氣。 
      ta1 xiang4 pao3 wan2 shi2 gong li3   yi2yang4-di5  chuan3 zhe5 qi4   
      he  like  run  PERF ten  kilometer same-DI      pant   ASP breath 
      ‘He puffed and panted like he had just finished running ten kilometers.’ 
 
5.2.3 Other derivational processes 

    Verbs in Chinese can be suffixed with the derivational morpheme 者 -zhe3 

‘those who’ to convert into nouns. 

(277)  來     者        不  善。 
       lai2   zhe3       bu2 shan4  
       come  those.who   not  righteous 
       ‘Those who come are not righteous.’ 
 
(278)  不  知    者        無  罪。 
       bu4 zhi1   zhe3       wu2 zui4  
       not know  those.who  not  guity 
       ‘Those who are ignorant are innocent. ’ 
 
(279)  使用      者        付   費。 
       shi3yong4 zhe3       fu4  fei4 
       use       those.who  pay  fee 
       ‘The user pays.’ 
 
(280) 這   工作      限    相關       科系       畢業   
      zhe4 gong1zuo4 xian4  xiang1guan1 ke1xi4      bi4ye4  
      this  job      restrict relevant     department   graduate 
      者       應徵。 

zhe3      ying4zheng1 
those.who  apply 
‘This job is restricted to those who have graduated from relevant departments.’ 

The italicized words in the above examples are all indubitable verbs. Chinese PAs, too, 

can be suffixed with zhe3 ‘those who’ to be converted into nouns.  
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(281)  課業        優秀    者        通常       不   喜歡     
       ke4ye4     you1xiu4 zhe3       tong1chang2 bu4  xi3huan1  
       schoolwork  excellent those.who   usually     not  like 
       看    電視。 

kan4  dian4shi4 
watch  TV 

        ‘Those who are excellent in schoolwork usually do not like to watch TV.’ 
 

(282)  驕      者        必       敗。 
        jiao1   zhe3      bi4       bai4 
        arrogant those.who  definitely  fail 
        ‘Those who are arrogant will definitely fail.’ 

 
(283) 目前     社會    制度   下， 富   者        愈    富，  
      mu4qian2 she4hui4 zhi4du4 xia4  fu4  zhe3      yu4   fu4  
      current   society  system under  rich those.who  more   rich 
      貧  者       愈   貧，  令    人      擔心。 
      pin2 zhe3     yu4   pin2  ling4  ren2    dan1xin1  
      poor those.who more  poor  make  people  worry 

        ‘Under the current social system, rich people get richer while poor people get 
poorer, which makes people worried.’ 

It makes Chinese grammar simpler to generalize that only verbs can undergo this 

derivational process. 

In sum, both PAs and verbs in Mandarin Chinese take the same set of inflectional 

affixes in predicative and adnominal positions. Moreover, they share the same 

derivational processes such as nominalization and adverbialization. Therefore, 

cross-linguistically, Mandarin Chinese is among the languages in which adjectives are 

identified with verbs. 

 
 
 


